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Abstract
We investigate the process of currency internationalisation by determining the pace of
internationalisation of the Chinese Renminbi (RMB). In contrast to other published work that
relies upon international banking, trade and currency statistics, we utilise aggregated cross-border
data provided by the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT).
This data allows better measurement of the role played by a currency in international trade and
capital account settlement.
RMB transactions in these areas have expanded significantly in recent years, although they
remain concentrated in the financial centres of Hong Kong, Macau, Singapore and Taipei, where
language and culture offer clear advantages. Recent RMB cross-border activity in London and
New York shows that there is the potential to shift activity beyond the Asia-Pacific region,
although the limited scope of RMB transactions highlights the underdevelopment of China’s
domestic financial markets and the limited nature of cross-border transactions outside trade
settlement and foreign exchange trading.
Our analysis shows that the footprint of Chinese corporations in international markets has at
times been significant, with the size of these transactions prompting many to reassess the likely
pace of RMB internationalisation. However, on-balance, China’s path to RMB
internationalisation remains slow and runs the risk of failing to fully capitalise upon the
opportunities that are now unfolding as the international economic and political landscape shifts
more towards its favour.
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The Internationalisation of the RMB:
New Starts, Jumps and Tipping Points
1.

Introduction

Currency internationalisation provides significant economic benefits to a country’s residents
(Kenen, 2011; Cohen, 2012). However, what makes a currency international and how should one
measure internationalisation? The simple answer to the first question is to consider its role in
cross-border transactions, both trade and capital account, and as a reserve currency (Krugman,
1980; Chinn and Frankel, 2005; Goldberg, 2005; Gray, 2011). The economic size of a home
country, the flexibility of its exchange rate and the stability of its economic and political
institutions are also important determinates in the scale and scope of currency usage. From a
non-resident investor’s viewpoint a country’s governance structures and judicial framework
matter too, especially in the event of debt recovery. We will also show that wide-usage is also
characteristic of an internationalised currency. In other words, in order for a currency to be
international it must be used by everyone and accepted everywhere to transact cross-border
business.
The answer to the second question is more complex in that researchers have been limited to
traditional sources of macroeconomic statistics, typically the quarterly international banking,
trade and currency statistics, collected by international organisations such as the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). In this paper we
approach the measurement of currency internationalisation by considering the single most
important component of internationalisation: its role in international trade and capital account
settlement. More specifically, we use monthly aggregated data provided by the Society for
Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) to investigate the degree of
internationalisation of the currency of the People’s Republic of China (henceforth simply China)
termed the renminbi (RMB).
We are able to utilise a host of RMB financial variables: usage in foreign exchange, international
fixed income and money markets, as well as for trade settlement, previously unavailable to earlier
researchers. Importantly, the currency usage in international trade and finance suggested by the
SWIFT variables is consistent with benchmark surveys by institutions such as the BIS (e.g. BIS,
2010, 2013), while the SWIFT data has the advantage of being available at a higher frequency
and with greater cross-border detail.
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Much attention has been directed towards the economic rise of China, whose economy has
shown stellar growth in the recent past and momentum that analysts agree will likely propel
China to become the world’s largest economy sometime after 2020. But what role will its
currency play in this new world order and how widespread is RMB usage now? In the first
instance this paper updates earlier work by SWIFT (2012, 2013), which uses key SWIFT
messages to track the pace and extent of RMB internationalisation. We show that RMB settled
transactions across the various SWIFT message classes are less than 1.0% of worldwide totals,
compared with the US dollar (USD) and the euro (EUR) that can account for as much as 49%
and 31% respectively (for

trade settlements). We then provide a more detailed statistical

assessment that better enables the tracking of the degree of internationalisation of the RMB.
One key question addressed in this study is the appropriate way to measure the degree of
currency internationalisation of a currency? For example, should the RMB’s degree of
internationalisation simply be measured relative to the holdings of RMB by central banks (e.g.
Gray, 2011), or its use in trade and portfolio transactions (e.g. Chen and Cheung, 2011;
Goldberg, 2015)? Chinn and Frankel (2005) tackled this question with respect to the
internationalisation of the euro and employed a panel of macroeconomic variables in their
statistical analysis. Clearly all these factors are important.
While our analysis considers RMB denominated transactions across these single areas, a key
contribution of this work is that we tackle the measurement problem differently to other
researchers. Our approach borrows from the literature on financial market integration and
international asset pricing to consider the degree of internationalisation in terms of the sensitivity
of the covariance structure of a set of RMB financial variables to transactions in all currency
markets.
Our analysis shows that the correlations between all SWIFT messages are generally low and are
not statistically significant, although there are some exceptions, such as the relationship between
bank transfers and trade, which is highly correlated (about 52%). Similar relationships hold for
transactions in RMB, although the previously mentioned exception has a higher correlation of
0.73%), the likely consequence of recent regulatory reforms that expanded market access by all
participants. We rely on the relatively low correlation levels between monthly changes in the
SWIFT messages investigated and the fact that monthly changes in log values are essentially
random, with a mean close to zero, to undertake statistical analysis of a set of SWIFT messages
in the context of portfolio theory. This approach also enables us to track the sensitivity of single
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RMB components to international and domestic developments despite the restrictions that exist
with the limited times-series history of our data.
This approach differs from an internationalisation index based on the adding of underlying trade,
banking or currency ratios, and provides an alternate perspective to various measures already
developed by various practitioner organisations that tend to focus on single measures such as
trade settlement or currency use as a vehicle for trading3. Subject to data availability this measure
could be applied historically to enable an assessment of the impact of policy decisions and
reform aimed at enhancing currency use in global markets. Our approach benefits from the
higher frequency SWIFT data and so provides an insight into whether there is a “tipping point”
for RMB internationalisation in the sense of Chinn and Frankel (2005). For example, does the
usage of a currency for pricing commodities and trade increase monotonically over time, or does
a certain level of usage (the tipping point) cause the currency to become more widely used? We
show that when comparing the rate of change in the value of various SWIFT messages
worldwide to those denominated in RMB, the relationship is positive, which is consistent with
the wider usage of the RMB worldwide, although the recent pace of usage is now more
consistent with worldwide macroeconomic developments.
Overall, our results show that the RMB has definitely internationalised in recent years, with both
single and aggregate measures changing in response to recent deregulatory measures. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that a tipping point has not yet been reached. If anything our results highlight
the effects of declining momentum. It is important to note that other emerging currencies, such
as the Indian rupee and the Brazilian real are also gaining importance internationally and are
increasingly used for trade settlement especially within their local regions (BIS, 2010).
Given the work being done by others on the existing role of international financial centres (e.g.
Garcia-Herrero, Tsai and Le, 2012; BIS, 2013) we do not focus on the location of various
financial transactions in our analysis. Nonetheless, we are able to provide insights into questions
previously raised concerning the likely role of existing financial centres for RMB business. Not
surprising is our finding that RMB transactions are mostly undertaken where one counterparty is
located in the financial centres of first Hong Kong, then Macau and Singapore and to some
extent Taipei, where cultural and social links place them at an advantage to those counterparties
undertaken in Europe. However, transactions in RMB where both counterparties are nonresidents (as currently occurs in the USD Eurobond markets) are increasingly undertaken in the
financial centres of London and New York, especially for foreign exchange trading and
3

For example, the RMB Tracker, already developed by SWIFT (2013).
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international money market transactions. Recall that London and New York are the world’s
primary and secondary centres for foreign exchange trading. Our findings confirm that the value
of London based RMB foreign exchange trading now exceeds transactions undertaken in Hong
Kong and Singapore, which is consistent with London’s pre-eminent role as the world’s centre
for derivatives and foreign exchange trading (BIS, 2010).
For now the momentum of internationalisation has stabilised, and in some cases stalled,
suggesting that China’s path to RMB internationalisation will remain slow. This conclusion is
consistent with many other studies including Hua (2010) and Tung et al. (2012). We agree with
these studies that reform initiatives must be maintained to ensure that China is able to fully
capitalise upon the opportunities that are now unfolding as the international economic and
political landscape shifts more towards its favour. This means addressing a host of infrastructure
and regulatory issues that impede risk management and trading between domestic and
international participants (e.g. Taylor, 2013).
The paper is set out as follows: next we provide further background on the recent literature on
currency internationalisation and China’s footprint and role in international financial markets;
then we explain the SWIFT data and method used in the study. Our results are presented in two
stages: first we provide analysis of single measures of internationalisation based on the SWIFT
variables; then we present the results using a covariance based measure. The final section offers
conclusions and recommendations.
2.

Background

In the post Bretton-Woods international environment the U.S. dollar (USD) has been the
preferred currency for reserve denomination and the settling of international trade and capital
transactions (Lee, 2010; Maziad et al., 2011). In all aspects the USD remains preeminent despite
an expected reversal in its fortunes due to the introduction of the euro and a perceived decline in
US political and economic hegemony (see Chinn and Frankel, 2005).
In the more recent post Global Financial Crisis environment, those hoping for a change in the
structure of international finance noted the significant investor interest in alternate investment
assets, particularly those in emerging and frontier markets, and precious metals such as gold,
platinum and silver. These developments should undermine the usage of the USD. However,
trading in precious metals and the purchase of emerging market currencies are all typically
settled against the US dollar. More recently there was hope that the new economic giant of
China, might attempt to better position its currency, the RMB, in international markets.
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Recent discussions investigating the role that the RMB now plays in international markets4
invariably compare China’s recent experience with the earlier experience of Japan (e.g. Kawai and
Takagi, 2012). Two decades ago, Japan failed to fully internationalise its currency, the Japanese
yen (JPY), despite having a commanding position in international trade and investment (Oi,
Otani and Shirota, 2004). This remains the case today, based on evidence from the SWIFT
message database.
Earlier theoretical work by Krugman (1980) argued that economically dominant countries should
take on the role of a vehicle currency for international trade, settlement and financing both
internationally, or, regionally. The later work by Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2005) also
highlighted the importance of economic size and dominance stating that the higher the market
share of an exporting country in an industry, and the more differentiated its goods, the more
likely would its exporters price in the home currency. These intuitively reasonable predictions did
not eventuate in Japan’s case and it remains both a puzzle and a source of policy debate as to
why (and also how) Japan failed to capitalise upon its dominant economic position and
internationalise the yen beyond its current modest place in the world’s currencies.
One possible explanation lies in the lack of a critical level of liquidity, in both relative and
absolute terms, in foreign exchange, bond and money markets, which would minimise
transactions costs, especially for non-residents. Greenspan (2001) made this point when
commenting on the likely role of the euro, following its introduction, suggesting that any dollar
displacement would be a drawn out and protracted process until sufficient levels of liquidity
were achieved by the alternate currency. Even now it is obvious that the absence of liquidity in
secondary markets will undermine the development of the RMB as an international currency.
This is especially so, as will be shown later, due to the one-off and large size of many
international transactions in some market segments (such as trade) that occurs on the RMB.
Unless there is follow-up turnover in secondary markets, the spike in volume is simply followed
by an absence of trading and liquidity. Transactions in the USD and other major currencies such
as the euro (EUR), United Kingdom (UK) pound (GBP) and the yen by contrast are small on
average and voluminous as opposed to large and concentrated.
The international outcomes of the past 100 years provide many obvious similarities, as well as
differences, to events unfolding in China today. Like Japan, China is now slowly embarking on a
protracted internationalisation programme beginning with the gradual lifting of capital control
See the milestones of offshore RMB internationalisation (Source: HKEx, Market Statistics 2011)
http://www.hkex.com.hk/eng/newsconsul/hkexnews/2012/documents/120119news.pdf.
4
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restrictions, while simultaneously introducing reforms aimed at developing financial markets.
Recent initiatives include expanding the role of international investors, while past initiatives
focused more on providing international access to China’s financial and non-financial
corporations (and their subsidiaries), as well as access to China’s domestic markets by foreign
banks (see SWIFT, 2012; Gao, 2013). These actions form part of eight key areas of reform
discussed at the Fourth National Financial Work Conference, Beijing, in January 20125.
However, while there are similarities between the pace and processes of regulatory reform, the
economic contexts are clearly different. For example, Japan's imports have typically been
commodities in a period where the commodities cycle was driven by the US and the USD. Today,
the commodities cycle is more driven by demand from China, which places it in a better position
to dictate the terms of the commodities trade. Nonetheless, the vast multinational corporations
on the sell-side of the international trade in commodities largely run balance sheets in USD and
this will not change quickly. These corporations do so both for convenience as well as
practicality: many are listed on US exchanges, which require compliance with US accounting
standards, while the commodities markets in which they sell their products remain denominated
in USD, as are the major derivatives and international financing tools used for financing and
managing the interest rate and exchange risks associated with international trade.
Thus the expected traction in adoption of RMB trade settlement is likely to come from emerging
markets, which remain important markets both for China’s imports and exports, as well as the
destination of Outward Direct Investment. However, while the SWIFT data confirms that there
is considerable depth in certain cross-border transactions (such as trade and non-bank foreign
exchange), other transactions (such as foreign exchange trading) remain concentrated in the
obvious financial centres of Hong Kong, London and New York.
In the case of Japan similar reform measures now being undertaken by China, failed to raise the
profile of the yen, which now trades in foreign exchange markets at just 20% of total turnover,
compared with the euro at 40%, despite its significant economic footprint as the world’s third
largest economy. The economic cost of failing to shift the international landscape more
favourably towards the yen has been borne by Japanese multinationals and consumers. For
example, Japanese multinationals remain at a strategic disadvantage to their U.S. counterparties
owing to the latter’s minimal need to manage financial risks, since most trade and capital market
transactions remain denominated in the USD.
People’s Bank of China, ‘Assessment of Greater Liberalization of China’s Capital Account’ (Chinese
language), 24 February, 2012, http://www.cs.com.cn/xwzx/07/201202/t20120223_3253890.html).
5
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China now faces a similar quandary: its economy could soon become the world’s largest, while its
financial markets remain underdeveloped, and trade invoicing and settlement in RMB are only
gradually taking place. There are many anomalies that result as a consequence, of particular
importance is the pricing of RMB in onshore (termed CNY markets) and offshore markets
(termed CNH) and the feedback channels between them (see Song and Gochet, 2011; Kang and
Maziad, 2012).
While the debate on currency internationalisation continues it is worthwhile highlighting China’s
expanding presence in international markets. He and McCauley (2012) have previously noted that
the offshore RMB market in the future could largely serve to intermediate between nonresidents. Thus expanding existing offshore markets in RMB denominated securities, bank
deposits and bank loans is critical for future RMB internationalisation since it will help create an
important pool of RMB liquidity. To some extent this process is beginning. For example BIS
(2013) aggregate level data suggests significant international bank assets and liabilities
outstandings to China of USD 671.8 billion and USD 370.1 billion respectively, which are
beginning to approach those sums currently to Japan (USD976.5 and USD 738.9 billion
respectively) at March 2013.
In recent years China has also been the largest international bond issuer to South Korea in the
Asia-Pacific region (South Korea’s outstandings are US$171.4 billion compared with China’s
US$194.7 billion in March 2013). To put these sums in perspective, international bond
outstandings by Japanese issuers totalled US$369.5 billion in March 2013. Note that Hong
Kong’s share of international bond issues (despite possible impacts arising from developments in
the dim-sum market) appear to be static (US$112.5 billion in March 2013, a slight increase from
US$111.5 in December 2012), as is also the case with Taipei (stable at US$12.0 billion). The
stellar performance here is from Chinese issuers, with issuance surging after regulatory
developments that began in 2010 (e.g. foreign firms and later non-financial Chinese corporations
being able to issue RMB bonds.
3.

Data

The construction of any measure of internationalisation measure should incorporate the “Three
Pillars” that are regarded as being critical for a currency to be international (e.g. Chinn and
Frankel, 2005; Gao and Yu, 2009; Kawai, 2011). This requirement is for a currency to be used as
a unit of account for trade invoicing and financial product denomination;

a medium of

exchange for market transactions, such as trade payments and settlements, and payments in
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financial transactions; and as a store of value for saving, such as cross-border deposits and
securities investments.
We are able to address these requirements by incorporating specific data from SWIFT that
broadly align with these three classifications. SWIFT classify their data in a number of ways
based on the type of financial product and relationship of counterparties (e.g. bank to bank
versus bank to customer). Of relevance in this study are aggregated sent and received crossborder transactions denominated in RMB (the SWIFT code is CNY). This aggregated data is
bundled into monthly maturities for the period from October 2010 to January 2012 and is
available for cross-border transactions for up to 252 countries for each SWIFT currency. The
sample period in this study begins between two major expansion dates of RMB trade settlement:
June 2010, when 365 corporates in 18 provinces were permitted direct settlements of RMB
transactions for cross-border trade, and December 2010, when this number was increased to
67,359 corporates (Song and Gochet, 2011).
Our analysis measures the following message types6: MT103 (customer fund transfers), MT202
(bank transfers), MT300 (settlements associated with foreign exchange transactions), MT320
(settlements associated with money market and fixed income transactions), MT400 (cash letters
advice of payment), MT540, MT541 and MT543 (securities payments), MT700 (confirmations
of the issuance of a trade documentary credit). The messages may also be considered in terms
of the “three pillars” of internationalisation, although there is evident overlap between different
SWIFT message types and the “three pillars”:
(1) Unit of account for trade invoicing (MT700) and financial product denomination (MT300
and MT 400):
(2) A medium of exchange for market transactions, such as trade payments and settlements, and
other payments in financial transactions. This requirement reflects trade and capital account
transactions and would include MT300, MT320, and MT 202 to the extent that they reflect
interbank cross-border settlements and the MT540, 541 and 543 series since they represent
payments for securities purchases and sales.
(3) Store of value for saving, such as cross-border deposits and securities investments. The key
source for data on official reserve holdings is from the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

These measures were developed in consultation with SWIFT with the messages types selected that best
represent the “Three Pillars”.
6
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Currency Composition of Official Foreign Exchange Reserves (COFER) database7. However,
this data is limited. First, it is only available quarterly from 1999. In addition, only 34 developed
and 108 emerging countries report balances to COFER. And of these transactions the IMF only
report amounts for the USD, Euro, Pound sterling, Japanese yen, Swiss francs, and other
remaining currencies as an aggregate. Here we rely on MT 540, MT541 and MT543 to best
represent this category, although MT 320 also captures gross flows and MT 103 reports flows
associated with non-financial institutions. Collectively these messages are able to capture crossborder flows between many emerging economies that currently do not report to the IMF.
Table 1A:
SWIFT Cross-Border Traffic October 2010 to January 2012 (All Currencies)

Notes: The Table reports the number (top panel) and value, in US dollars (bottom panel), of SWIFT
messages worldwide over the sample period. SD is the sample standard deviation, CV is the
coefficient of variation, K= 1,000. MT103 (customer fund transfers), MT202 (bank transfers), MT300
(settlements associated with foreign exchange transactions), MT320 (settlements associated with
money market and fixed income transactions), MT400 (cash letters advice of payment), MT540,
MT541 and MT543 (securities payments), MT700 (confirmations of the issuance of a trade
documentary credit).

Table 1A summarises the properties of the various message types over the sample period for all
currencies in the SWIFT database, while Table 1B provides information on offshore RMB
transactions. The top panel presents the total number of cross-border monthly messages (for
example, between two countries such as the US and the UK by message type), while the bottom
panel shows the value of these transactions in USD.
7

http://www.imf.org/external/np/sta/cofer/eng/index.htm
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The most messages were in the MT 300 category (foreign exchange transactions) with 280 billion
over the sample period, while the lowest was MT 400 with just 4.4 million. The next three rows
report the monthly cross-border average (between 2 countries), the standard deviation (SD) as a
measure of dispersion, and the mean adjusted SD, being the coefficient of variation (CV). The
CV enables comparisons to be made given the variation that occur with the message averages.
The message type with the highest monthly average is MT540, while MT 700 has the lowest. The
largest standard deviation was with MT541, while MT700 also had the lowest. The CV was
highest for MT 300, highlighting the variation (and concentration) in the size of interbank
foreign exchange transactions8, while the lowest was for MT540. In the next row, the number
reported is the size of the sample employed in this study. These numbers represent aggregated
cross-border transactions between country counterparts. The largest sample was MT103 with
797,054 observations, while the smallest was MT 540 with just 30,985. The number of countries
and counterparties and the number of different currencies employed are reported in the next
two rows. MT103 and MT202 had the highest number of cross-border countries as
counterparties with 217, while MT300 had the most number of currencies (167).
The economic value of these transactions is recorded in the bottom panel. These values are
reported in USD and are vast by any measure. For example, the 797,054 monthly observations
of MT103 aggregated 552.4 million messages, with total USD value of USD 224.5 trillion. These
same monthly cross-border observations averaged USD 644.5 million in value and had a
standard deviation of 11,652.8 million and a CV of 18.08. The message types with the highest
and lowest CV were MT543 and MT700 respectively. The last row importantly provides the
average value of each message by class. A foreign exchange MT300 message was typically valued
at USD 11.6 million, while money market and bond settlements averaged USD 158.5 million.
The documentary credits identified in MT700 were typically worth USD 500,000.
Table 1B reports the same detail as Table 1A but for offshore RMB transactions, with the aim of
comparing the statistical properties of these transactions in comparison to world averages. The
first row of this table reports the total number of transactions. In the case of the RMB, the
largest numbers of messages (27.4 billion) arise from trade (MT700). Even though the RMB
share of the world (all currency) total is 0.49%9, each of the RMB transactions is on average 7.34
The BIS (2010) reports concentration in FX trading with the top 16 (bank) participants accounting for
up to 75% of market turnover (Figure 1, BIS Quarterly Review, page 28).
9 Note that SWIFT (2013) with more recent data than available in this study now report a slightly higher
value of 0.87% for June 2013, although the source message type is not provided. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that higher volumes in foreign exchange markets (MT300) may be driving this increase.
8
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times larger in terms of USD value than the world currency average. The cross-border monthly
average is also higher (40 compared with the world average of 28), while the dispersion measures
(SD and CV) are both smaller. That is, the transactions are concentrated to a smaller group of
counterparties and have a significantly greater economic value. The same occurs for foreign
exchange transactions (MT300), bank transfers (MT202), customer fund transfer (MT103),
which are respectively 2.28, 1.39 and 2.28 times world averages. MT400 (cash letters advice of
payment) is especially noteworthy, since RMB transactions are on average 127 times larger than
other currency averages.
Table 1B:
SWIFT Cross-Border Traffic October 2010 to January 2012 (RMB)

Notes: The Table reports the number (top panel) and value, in US dollars (bottom panel), of SWIFT
messages worldwide in RMB over the sample period. SD is the sample standard deviation, CV is the
coefficient of variation, K= 1,000. MT103 (customer fund transfers), MT202 (bank transfers), MT300
(settlements associated with foreign exchange transactions), MT320 (settlements associated with money
market and fixed income transactions), MT400 (cash letters advice of payment), MT540, MT541 and MT543
(securities payments), MT700 (confirmations of the issuance of a trade documentary credit).

Thus, while RMB transactions may be fewer and account for only a modest share of transactions
denominated in other currencies, they tend to have significantly higher economic value.
However, the reverse is also true. Outside the main transactions associated with trade and
currency trading, RMB usage is significantly below world averages. For example, the remaining
message classes of MT320, MT540, MT541 and MT543, which collectively deal with settlements
associated with money market and fixed income transactions, the RMB share is only a fraction
of word averages (0.31, 0.03, 0.28 and 0.18 respectively). This is likely due to the limited ability
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of non-resident investors to buy and sell money market and fixed income securities between
domestic and international markets due to regulatory restrictions. Implied in these ratios is the
limited liquidity that must therefore exist in the offshore RMB markets, with likely investment in
RMB money market and fixed income instruments typically targeted to long term buy-hold
investors rather than traders. Anecdotal market information suggests they are also privately
placed, which would likely limit their subsequent sale to only professional investors.
Table 2:
RMB versus Top 5 Currencies in each SWIFT Message Class:
Number of Messages Sent/Received

Notes: The Table reports the rank by currency of each of the SWIFT messages investigated: MT103
(customer fund transfers), MT202 (bank transfers), MT300 (settlements associated with foreign exchange
transactions), MT320 (settlements associated with money market and fixed income transactions), MT400
(cash letters advice of payment), MT540, MT541 and MT543 (securities payments), MT700
(confirmations of the issuance of a trade documentary credit).

Table 2 places the international role of the RMB in the context of the top 5 currencies for
denomination of nine SWIFT messages investigated. Recall that these messages represent cross-
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border payments between two counterparties. The USD is the number one and the EUR is
number two currency, for all message classes where a currency code is provided. The number
three currency is the GBP in all message classes with the exception of JPY, which is third ranked
in trade (MT700). Fourth and fifth places are either the AUD (3 instances), CAD (2 instances),
CHF (4 instances), HKD (one instance), GBP (1 instance) and finally the JPY (6 instances).
These positions broadly reflect the role these currencies play in international financial markets as
recorded in the Triennial Foreign Exchange Survey of the BIS (2011). Importantly, trade finance
as represented by MT700 remains largely denominated in USD (48.9%) followed by EUR
(30.9%).
The rank of the RMB and remaining currencies is reported in the next 2 columns, with the
monthly sample size that these percentages relate to, reported in the last column. The RMB
lingers behind a host of other minor currencies in all message classes. Its best performance in
these league tables occur in the MT700 category where it is ranked 15. Note the percentage
recorded in Table 2 for RMB of 0.30% (MT700) is the percentage of total monthly observations
(of 201,662), whereas the percentage recorded in Table 1B (0.49%) is the RMB component of
all MT700 messages (5,606 million).
Although tables are not provided for the location of counterparties, given London’s role as an
international financial centre, the United Kingdom (UK) is typically the number one
counterparty location for most message classes. The various message types and the percentage
of transactions from counterparties domiciled in the UK are: MT103 (4.4%), MT202 (6.4%),
MT300 (7.6%), MT300 (6.6%), MT400 (3.7%), MT 541 (9.3%), MT543 (9.4%), and MT700
(3.7%). The only two exceptions were MT540, where the United States (8.37%) was first, with
the UK second with 7.21%. Given the need to undertake transactions with prime name
counterparties to minimise potential credit risk, the other leading locations were financial
institutions domiciled in Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands and Switzerland, as well as the
United States.
Recall that Table 1B reports the number of cross-border countries initiating RMB transactions.
MT103 and MT300 have the most countries with 114 and 103 respectively. Of these countries,
the major countries initiating transactions in RMB are those in the Asia-Pacific region: China
(number one for MT103, MT400, MT500, MT541, MT543 and MT700); Hong Kong (number
one for MT202 and MT320); and other Asian centres including Singapore (number 3 for MT202
and MT320) and Macau (number 3 for MT700). The UK is number one for MT300, with France
ranked fourth behind Hong Kong and China. The major counterparties are typically domiciled
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first in Hong Kong (number one counterparty for MT202 and MT320) and China (number one
counterparty for MT103, MT400, MT541, MT543 and MT700). Hong Kong, the United States
and the United Kingdom typically place second, third and fourth. The notable exception is
MT300 where interbank foreign exchange transactions in London exceed those in Hong Kong
and Singapore. These findings generally confirm earlier reports on how the RMB market has
developed across the Asia-Pacific region and between existing financial centres of London and
New York (see SWIFT, 2011 and 2012).
4.

Measuring Internationalisation

In order to measure the dynamics of the currency internationalisation process it is necessary to
first develop an appropriate measure of currency internationalisation. For guidance one can refer
to a number of well-known development indices including the Financial Development Index,
constructed by the World Economic Forum, the World Bank’s governance index and the
OECD’s model of country risk10. What is important in each of these indices is the selection of
the underlying components and their weighting in the final measure. This is clearer in the
allocations provided by Dreher (2006) when developing his globalisation index. Thus it is
important that whatever method is applied it must be transparent and consistent in its treatment
to enable comparisons to be made over time.
Consider a cross-border trade or capital account transaction i ∈ I between two counterparties at
time t, where I represents the set of all cross-border transactions. This transaction may involve
counterparties that are either a resident of a particular country and a non-resident, or two nonresidents (as typically occurs in offshore markets such as Euromarkets). Residents may engage in
international transactions with one another, however, by definition they are excluded. These
cross-border transactions represent a range of capital and trade account functions, such as nonresident purchases and sales of good, services and financial instruments, as well as foreign
exchange trading of various financial products, which require cash settlement over different time
periods (such as spot, forwards, swaps and other complex derivatives). Each of these
transactions may be settled in in a number of different currencies n ∈ N at t. Of interest in this
paper is the relationship between a single currency ni and all world currencies (ni/Ni) and the
matrix of [I X N] that represents the full set of these possibilities.

E.g. WEF (2011), ‘The Financial Development Report 2011’,
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_FinancialDevelopmentReport_2011.pdf, Governance Index:
http://wbi.worldbank.org/wbi/topic/governance and OECD Model of Country risk:
http://www.oecd.org/document/49/0,2340,en_2649_34171_1901105_1_1_1_1,00.html
10
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In this setting we can assume that economic agents should prefer to settle these transactions in
their home currency to minimise foreign exchange transaction and translation exposures,
although there is no requirement for them to do so. However, scale and scope economies apply
to cross-border transactions such that one currency may be preferred over another for
settlement purposes. In our case, the subset of interest is transactions in RMB, with respect to a
wider group incorporating all currencies. For convenience in this study, the currency
denomination of these transactions is represented by SWIFT currency codes.
We first measure the value of these transactions and then estimate their monthly change in value
or growth:
Rit = Ln (Mit) –Ln (Mi,t-1)

(1)

where Rit is the monthly change in value of the SWIFT message class for a specific currency
(equivalent to a return) and Mit is the USD value of a SWIFT message, with i representing each
message type (MT103, MT202 etc.) investigated and t represents time, which is measured at an
interval of one month. Ln represents the natural logarithm of the USD value, a necessary
requirement given the different scale of the monthly messages.
The USD value of the wider group of all SWIFT messages by currency code may be formed in
two ways: first, where each class of message is treated equally, or second, where the growth on
each message class are weighted to reflect their relative value in the group. We present the results
of the second approach, although they are also consistent with those when estimated using an
equal weighted approach. A summary of the arguments in favour of an equal weighted approach
is provided by De Miguel, Garlappi and Uppal (2009) in their discussion of financial portfolio
construction. Thus the growth on the SWIFT message portfolio is:
Rmt = Gmt - Gnmt-1

(2)

Where Rmt is the change in the monthly value of the group (G) of all world messages, such that G
= Σ LnMmtwmt where each message is weighted by a factor w. As was discussed earlier the world
portfolio is largely denominated in USD, since the primary denomination of each message type is
USD, although the amount in USD varies with each of the message types.
Next we calculate the covariance between Rit and Rmt and ascertain its temporal properties. To do
so we estimate a coefficient, βi calculated as:
cov(Rit,Rmt)/var(Rmt)

(3)

where the covariance/variance of Ri and Rm. is estimated over a period τ, a subset of the sample
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period N, such that τ < N. This measure provides a single measure of the relationship between
one message class and the entire group. We trade-off statistical concerns over degrees of
freedom with the limited monthly data availability and consider one 6-month estimation length,
(i.e. set τ =6 months), which enables the subsequent tracking of βi over the remaining next 10months of the sample. This measure provides an insight into how a specific message type, in our
case denominated in RMB (i.e. Rit, such that i = a specific message type denominated in RMB)
responds to changes in the value of the entire group of messages (Rmt). We will show that βi is
time-varying.
When βi = 1, the value of RMB messages is responding in an identical manner to changes that
have occurred in the group of all messages, that is, the RMB message flow is equally sensitive. If
βi is either greater than or less than 1, it is more or less sensitive respectively. We interpret this
sensitivity as reflecting RMB message growth relative to the message growth in all currencies.
One interpretation of the change in beta provides insights into the question of whether a tipping
point has been reached. For example, if Δβi > 1 then message growth is greater than world
message growth; if Δβi = 1 then message growth relative to world message growth has stabilized;
and if Δβi < 1 then message growth relative to world message growth has declined. This would
occur when one currency “tips” another currency to become more widely used relative to the
other currency.
Using statistical techniques used in international finance to measure financial market integration
in an asset pricing setting (e.g. Jeon, Oh and Yang, 2006; Chi, Li and Young, 2006) we can
consider the relationship between the group of single currency messages and the group of
messages in all currencies. Our objective is to provide a perspective on the statistical efficiency of
the changes in a specific class of message, in our case denominated in RMB, to changes in the
entire group. The implication of this relationship is equivalent to the benefit of diversification in
a financial portfolio: if financial markets are integrated then there is no benefit from holding
foreign assets, since all assets-both domestic and international- respond to the same news or
events.
Consider the following relationship for the estimated change in the value of RMB messages:
E(Rit) = αit + φi[βiE(Rmt)] + Σi ϒi Di + εit

(4)

where Rit, and Rmt are the previously measured monthly returns (measured in log form) on the
RMB denominated message portfolio i, and the world message portfolio respectively; i
represents each message type (MT103, MT202 etc.) investigated and t represents time, which is
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measured at an interval of one month; Di are the dummy variables for each message i and εit is
the error-term; φi and ϒi are the regression coefﬁcients of [βiE(Rmt)] and each message dummy.
We follow Jeon et al. (2006) when estimating Equation (2) and set αit to zero such that the
regression is estimated without a coefficient. The coefficient term φi is a measure of statistical
efficiency, while ϒi indicates the speciﬁc effects that remain after the risk associated with changes
in the world message group is controlled. As Chi et al. (2006) note with respect to the financial
market integration literature, if the pricing of the variable investigated is efficient and highly
integrated, then φi should be close to one and ϒi should not be significantly different from zero.
Efficiency in this context means whether the estimated beta is able to predict the estimated value
of the change in RMB messages, E(Rit). In order for this to occur, the estimated beta coefficient
must be stable. Instability on the other hand will reflect unanticipated shocks (perhaps due to
regulatory developments) in the growth rate of RMB messages.
Table 3:
Descriptive Statistics of the SWIFT Monthly Message Returns (Equation 1)

Notes: The Table reports the four moments of the monthly changes in the US dollar values of
all cross-border SWIFT messages worldwide. MT103 (customer fund transfers), MT202 (bank
transfers), MT300 (settlements associated with foreign exchange transactions), MT320
(settlements associated with money market and fixed income transactions), MT400 (cash letters
advice of payment), MT540, MT541 and MT543 (securities payments), MT700 (confirmations
of the issuance of a trade documentary credit).

One additional advantage of this approach is that as monthly data is accumulated the statistical
implications and analysis can be expanded in scope to more accurately measure temporal
components, such as the impact of specific regulation11. Given the limitations of the monthly
data, we do not include a time dummy variable in the model, but instead divide the sample into
11

Cockerell and Shoory (2012) Table 1provide a detailed list of regulatory developments.
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two sub-samples to provide temporal comparisons.

5.

Results

The descriptive statistics of the monthly returns (Equation 1) are presented in Table 3. Like the
changes in the natural logarithm of the financial assets that underpin the value of a SWIFT
message, the changes in the overall value of SWIFT messages are expected to be normally
distributed and possess a zero mean.
The SWIFT message returns conform to this prediction. The top panel of Table 3 records the
four moments of monthly returns on all world messages (all currencies), while the bottom panel
records those for RMB only. The mean for all world messages tend to be close to zero, although
this is not the case for RMB messages. MT103, MT202, MT320, MT540 and MT700 all recorded
a positive mean. This suggests the value of messages in each of these groups increased over the
sample period. The mean of all world messages MT013, MT202 and MT700 were also slightly
positive over the sample period but not to the same extent. This result may be interpreted as an
improvement in the world economy leading to accelerated message growth in RMB. However,
RMB and world MT320, MT400 and MT540 messages groups had the opposite sign, while
MT300 and MT543 were both negative. This suggests that a system-wide economic shock (both
positive and negative) will not necessarily trigger a unilateral increase, or decrease, in all message
types. The standard deviation of RMB messages, across message classes, is also larger than world
averages, with the exception of MT541 and MT543. Both world and RMB messages growth
display some skewness, while the RMB messages tend to possess positive kurtosis (i.e. fat tails).
This would be consistent with large intermonth changes in the value of RMB transactions,
whereas world averages tend to be more consistent over time.
Table 4A records the full sample period correlation between monthly returns of each message
class for transactions in all world currencies world, while Table 4B records those denominated in
RMB. Beginning with Table 4A, the largest positive correlations occur where the trade finance
variable MT700 is positively correlated with several variables: MT700 and MT103 (0.863),
MT700 and MT400 (0.844) and MT700 and MT300 (0.513). Trade finance should increase and
decrease along with economic growth, which suggests these other messages class are also
sensitive to the same macroeconomic factors. MT 103, MT202 and MT400 are also all correlated
and positive. There is also a significant negative correlation between MT300 and MT541 (-0.496).
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Table 4A:
Correlations of Monthly Changes in US$ Value (Returns) - World Messages

Notes: The table reports the Pearson Correlation coefficient between two SWIFT message
types for all transactions worldwide. The p-value of each correlation is reported below the
respective value. MT103 (customer fund transfers), MT202 (bank transfers), MT300
(settlements associated with foreign exchange transactions), MT320 (settlements associated
with money market and fixed income transactions), MT400 (cash letters advice of payment),
MT540, MT541 and MT543 (securities payments), MT700 (confirmations of the issuance of a
trade documentary credit).

The RMB correlations in Table 4B were found to be of a similar magnitude to those for all
world messages reported in Table 4A with the key exception that MT103 is not correlated with
MT202. MT103 tend to be transfers by individuals so it would be expected, given the capital
restrictions in China that this would be the case. MT700 was also found to be significantly
correlated with MT103, MT202, MT400, which is different to the correlations recorded for
world messages mentioned above. The reason would again be the regulatory changes undertaken
in 2010, which allowed a large group (but not all) Chinese corporation to settle using RMB.
Overall, the Chinese correlations appear driven more by domestic regulatory developments than
the effects of obvious changes in the external macroeconomic setting.
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Table 4B:
Correlations between Monthly Changes in US$ Value (Returns): RMB Messages

Notes: Notes: The table reports the Pearson Correlation coefficient between two SWIFT
message types denominated in RMB. The p-value of each correlation is reported below the
respective value. MT103 (customer fund transfers), MT202 (bank transfers), MT300
(settlements associated with foreign exchange transactions), MT320 (settlements associated
with money market and fixed income transactions), MT400 (cash letters advice of payment),
MT540, MT541 and MT543 (securities payments), MT700 (confirmations of the issuance of a
trade documentary credit).

The average of the monthly covariance structure between the RMB messages and the group of
all world currencies (Rit and Rmt respectively), estimated using Equation 3, is recorded in Table 5.
Rmt is estimated using the market values of weights previously recorded in Table 1A. The top
panel of Table % records the four moments of the betas for the RMB messages against an equal
weighted world messages portfolio, while the bottom panel records the four moments for the
RMB messages against a value weighted world message portfolio.
The means of these messages (top row in both panels) are exactly the same in terms of sign and
approximately the same in terms of scale. Recall that a beta of one means the change in the value
of the world message is correlated with the change in the value of the RMB messages (i.e.
equivalent to an asset beta in a CAPM model). The mean of MT320 of 2.86 (equal weighted) and
2.29 (value weighted) is consistent with high growth (and high variation) relative to the world
average. MT202 while positively correlated with world message growth averages at a slower pace.
The negative betas all show these remaining message classes are uncorrelated to world growth.
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Table 5:
Average Six-Month Rolling Estimates of the Beta between RMB and World Messages
(Equation 3)

Notes: The Table reports the six month rolling estimation of the beta from equation 3 for the
various SWIFT messages: MT103 (customer fund transfers), MT202 (bank transfers), MT300
(settlements associated with foreign exchange transactions), MT320 (settlements associated
with money market and fixed income transactions), MT400 (cash letters advice of payment),
MT540, MT541 and MT543 (securities payments), MT700 (confirmations of the issuance of a
trade documentary credit).

To correctly interpret these statistics it is important to recognise the temporal nature of the
estimation procedure. The rolling estimation period of 6-months provides a small set of 11months of observations from March 2011 to January 2012. The mean statistic recorded in Table
5 records the average of these monthly estimations. To provide a more intuitive interpretation of
the Table 5 means, Figure 1 provides a monthly plot of the estimated 6-month betas.
The plots show that generally growth in the various RMB messages has gone from being
negatively correlated to growth in world messages to it being positively correlated. A positive
correlation would signal RMB growth is more likely linked to global macroeconomic factors
(such as GDP growth) than to domestic deregulatory effects. Clearly the significant negative
correlations at the start of the sample were due to the deregulatory measures, such as the
expansion of Chinese exporters able to settle cross-border transactions in RMB at the end of
2010. The key insight from this analysis is both the sensitivity of these relationships to these
event driven factors as well as their nonlinear properties.
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Figure 1:
Plots of the RMB Betas Estimated from Equation 3 for Different
SWIFT Message Classes

Notes: Our analysis measures the following message types: MT103 (customer fund transfers),
MT202 (bank transfers), MT300 (settlements associated with foreign exchange transactions),
MT320 (settlements associated with money market and fixed income transactions), MT400
(cash letters advice of payment), MT540, MT541 and MT543 (securities payments), MT700
(confirmations of the issuance of a trade documentary credit).

Any non-linearity in beta (i.e. Δ βi ≠ 1) suggests RMB message growth relative to world message
growth has changed. This is broadly consistent with theories of internationalisation supporting
tipping-points in currencies. The empirical evidence presented here suggests that this point has
not been reached in the case of the RMB. The plots show evidence of gradual but positive
momentum (i.e. the RMB is displacing usage of other currencies). The change in RMB message
growth is now positively correlated but the beta has a maximum of 1.76 for MT541 and 0.48 for
MT700. The full set of monthly betas is reported in Table 6.
While these results suggest that RMB message growth will continue to expand the effect of the
initial deregulatory shock appears to have declined. Thus, recent changes in regulatory policy
appear to be failing to impact the internationalisation process of the RMB to the same extent as
earlier policy decisions. This is especially clear in Figure 1 with the plot of the MT320 betas.
Now, all message betas appear to have converged so that they collectively average close to one,
with Δ βi also equally 1. In other words RMB message growth is now equally sensitive as the
total of all world messages to developments in the world economy. The only caveat to a
conclusion that RMB internationalisation has stalled, is that due to data limitations our analysis
does not include recent developments.
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Table 6:
Rolling Estimates of the Beta between RMB and World Messages (Equation 3)

Notes: The Table reports the actual monthly beta (this value is averaged in Table 5) of each of
the SWIFT messages: MT103 (customer fund transfers), MT202 (bank transfers), MT300
(settlements associated with foreign exchange transactions), MT320 (settlements associated
with money market and fixed income transactions), MT400 (cash letters advice of payment),
MT540, MT541 and MT543 (securities payments), MT700 (confirmations of the issuance of a
trade documentary credit).

The final results report the estimation of Equation 4. Recall that φi and ϒi are the regression
coefﬁcients of [βiE(Rmt)] and each message dummy variable (set as either one or zero). If
equation 4 is efficient and highly integrated, then φi should be close to one and ϒi should not be
significantly different from zero. Efficiency in this context implies that the estimated change in
the left hand side variable (RMB message growth) can be predicted by the previous estimated
beta multiplied by the growth of world message overall. Table 7A reports the results when world
messages are value weighted, to reflect the impact of differences in their scale, whereas Table 7B
shows the results when world message growth is equally weighted across the various message
classes. The results for both approaches to portfolio construction are not consistent for the
degree of efficiency (φi), however, they are for the degree of integration of individual messages
with overall world messages (ϒi).
The top panel in Tables 7A and 7B report estimations of Equation 4 for the full sample
(October 2010 to January 2012), and for the first (October 2010 to May 2011) and the second
half (June 2011 to January 2012) of the sample. None of the message dummy variables are
statistically significant, which means they are integrated with world messages.
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Table 7A:
Equation 4 Estimated using a Value Weighted World Message Portfolio

Notes: The table reports the estimation of Equation 4 using a value weighted portfolio of
SWIFT messages. DW = the Durbin Watson statistic. R2 is the adjusted regression R2
(coefficient of determination) of the regression. The value of the Durbin-Watson statistic
ranges from 0 to 4. The regression residuals are uncorrelated if the Durbin-Watson statistic is
approximately 2. A value close to 0 indicates strong positive correlation, while a value of 4
indicates strong negative correlation. VIF = Variance Inflation Factor a measure of
multicollinearity. The reported values are generally close to 1, which shows that the standard
error for the coefficient of that predictor variable is the same as if the predictor variable were
uncorrelated with the other predictor variables. The various SWIFT messages are: MT103
(customer fund transfers), MT202 (bank transfers), MT300 (settlements associated with foreign
exchange transactions), MT320 (settlements associated with money market and fixed income
transactions), MT400 (cash letters advice of payment), MT540, MT541 and MT543 (securities
payments), MT700 (confirmations of the issuance of a trade documentary credit).
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Table 7B:
Equation 4 Estimated using an Equal Weighted World Message Portfolio

Notes: The Table reports the estimation of Equation 4 using en equal weighted portfolio of
SWIFT messages. DW = the Durbin Watson statistic. R 2 is the adjusted regression R2
(coefficient of determination) of the regression. The value of the Durbin-Watson statistic
ranges from 0 to 4. The regression residuals are uncorrelated if the Durbin-Watson statistic is
approximately 2. A value close to 0 indicates strong positive correlation, while a value of 4
indicates strong negative correlation. VIF = Variance Inflation Factor a measure of
multicollinearity. The reported values are generally close to 1, which shows that the standard
error for the coefficient of that predictor variable is the same as if the predictor variable were
uncorrelated with the other predictor variables. The various SWIFT messages are: MT103
(customer fund transfers), MT202 (bank transfers), MT300 (settlements associated with foreign
exchange transactions), MT320 (settlements associated with money market and fixed income
transactions), MT400 (cash letters advice of payment), MT540, MT541 and MT543 (securities
payments), MT700 (confirmations of the issuance of a trade documentary credit).

That is, they change in the same way and to the same extent if on average the same set of
economic factors driving changes in the market values of RMB messages relative to all others,
then the RMB message class will appear to be integrated with all world messages. However, the
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reverse is also true. For example, if domestic regulatory changes in China are prompting growth
in RMB denominated assets beyond developments that are impacting other currencies, then the
RMB will be shown to not be integrated- as would occur in a growth phase of the RMB market
segment. Our results confirm the former and not the latter: RMB message growth across the
range of types presented appear integrated with world markets. The VIF tests for
multicollinearity are also not significant, although as a robustness check, message MT543 (VIF
statistic > 2.0) was removed from the regression and the results were unchanged.
What does vary is the degree of efficiency of Equation 4. Full sample using value or equal
weighted approaches, the efficiency coefficient is statistically greater than zero and slightly more
than one in the case of the value weight and less than one in the case of the equal weight. In the
first half of the sample the efficiency variable was negative for both approaches and was not
statistically significant. In the second half only the value weighted approach was significant and
had a positive value of 1.482. That is using a value weighted approach, actual RMB message
growth was 48.2% more than estimated using historical values.
Overall, statistical inference from the value weighted approach better matches the economic
events that affected the RMB markets: in the first half of the sample (October 2010 to May
2011) the effects of significant domestic deregulation in China were very apparent and triggered
significant change in RMB usage in world markets. These events included the effects of foreign
banks entering the domestic markets and wider access to international markets by Chinese
corporations (see Gao, 2013).This surge in RMB usage could not be predicted using past
estimates of message growth since it was sporadic and affected message types to different
degrees. In the second half of the sample (June 2011 to January 2012), the effects of domestic
deregulation were overshadowed by growth in world messages, which had responded to a more
benign and optimistic macroeconomic environment (for example stock markets rose during 2011
and 2012). Nonetheless, the better economic environment triggered significant growth in both
world messages and RMB messages, although the latter grew at a faster rate. Full sample the
effects offset to some extent.
6.

Conclusions

This paper addresses key questions in the currency internationalisation debate: first, what
constitutes currency internationalisation; and second, how should internationalisation be
measured. To provide insights into both questions we investigate the recent internationalisation
of the RMB, whereas for the second question we develop an internationalisation measure that
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demonstrates the pace of RMB internationalisation relative to all other currencies worldwide.
Our approach benefits from a higher frequency dataset from SWIFT where the focus is on
capital and trade account settlements.
The initial analysis presented here, of SWIFT message flow data, confirms the prominence of
the USD across trade, foreign exchange and international securities settlements. The role
currently played by the RMB, despite the support of its economy is modest. Thus, economic size
and political influence do not necessarily mandate the internationalisation of a currency,
although they are important factors. For example, the Russian rouble was never widely used
internationally, whereas recent usage of the Swiss Franc and the Australian dollar in foreign
exchange markets exceeds the economic significance of their respective home economies.
Krugman (1980) argued that once established as an international medium of exchange, a
currency will remain as such, despite an economic decline. The persistence of the United
Kingdom’s pound as a medium of exchange after the 1920’s is testament to this fact, as is the
current role of the USD. There is no doubt that displacing the USD as the world’s vehicle
currency will not be an easy task: inertia will be great (Chinn and Frankel, 2005).
With respect to the RMB it remains unclear as to whether there is sufficient momentum from
the existing capital account liberalisation for the RMB to achieve wider use for trade settlement
and international capital transactions prior to full convertibility. Our analysis suggests that the
current impetus from past deregulation has now ended. Full convertibility is acknowledged by
many as the necessary precondition for full currency internationalisation although the regulatory
roadmap and sequence may be a complex and difficult process (e.g. Li, 2004; Chen, Zhang and
Wang, 2009; Wang, 2009; Chen and Cheung, 2011; Tung, Wang and Yeh, 2012; Gao, 2013). One
must also be mindful of the role played by segments in the domestic market, especially those that
are undeveloped, such as derivatives and bond markets Gang and Shiyuan (2012).
There are many remaining questions unanswered in this paper that are associated with a greater
role for the RMB in international and regional markets. How quickly will the RMB become an
important regional currency to eventually challenge the Japanese yen in the diverse Asia-Pacific
region (Di Meglio, 2011; Lee, 2013), and if so what would this mean for regional economies and
financial markets, such as their degree of integration (de Menil, 2011), or the extent of financial
and monetary cooperation (Park, 2010; Park and Song, 2011)?
The uncertainty in answering these questions highlights the difficulty for those attempting to
measure the scale and scope of RMB internationalisation, as well as the identification of those
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factors that may drive the process. Nonetheless, one thing is clear, it will not be simply the
preference for one currency over another for trade settlement, the degree of holdings by central
banks, or the extent of RMB denomination of international securities, but all of these factorsand others- together, driven by complex regulatory and price interactions between domestic and
international markets. Together this will make the RMB an international currency, or not.
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